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 The way humans communicate is constantly changing. Though communications remain 

similar, evolution in technology changes ideas of reality and rearranges social norms. In the 

modern day, humans utilize social and digital media to convey feelings, emotions, and various 

life moments. Social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Snapchat, and 

many others allow humans to create an online persona to connect with others through the 

Internet. This online persona can often be an enhanced, or even fabricated, version of one’s 

actual reality. The way one acts online often emphasizes what they want their life to be and 

whom they want to associate themselves with, thus creating online communities that join 

together in similar interests and desires. 

Many of these online groups are formed by fans of the subject. According to Merriam 

Webster, a fan is “an enthusiastic devotee (as of a sport or a performing art) usually as a 

spectator”. Though fan culture can be associated with the idea of obsessions, a fan’s reality can 

often be altered due to its extreme passion for the subject. The segmentation of fans depending 

on their subject of interest can often lead to the birth of miniature communities within fandoms. 

Through the use of social media, fans are able to connect with other fans and create online 

communities. The community can have positive effects on each member, as well as create more 

excitement and buzz for the subject at hand. 

In recent years, one particular fandom with increasing popularity is the Broadway/theater 

fan community. With the creation of new, innovative theatrical works built for wider 

demographics (see Hamilton), theater fans are becoming more vocal and relevant. Advancements 

in social and digital media have aided fans in staying connected with this passion; thus allowing 

fans from areas with little theatrical exposure to indulge in the art. Through exploration into 
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studies in social networking, digital media, and fan culture, this study examines the effects of 

these technologies on fandom in theater. 

For this study, I will outline literature examining the effects of social and digital media on 

fan culture. I will observe how social and digital media have changed fan communities and the 

evolution of fan communication. I will then discuss how fan culture has operated within theater 

in recent years and how this fandom is portrayed in the media. This discussion will fuel my 

personal research study into the analysis of fan responses on social media through the case of the 

American Repertory Theater (A.R.T.) at Harvard University in Cambridge, MA. I plan to 

synthesize my research and the studies found throughout my literature review to determine the 

importance of theater fandom and its effect on the theater industry. 

Literature Review 

For as long as hobbies, desires, and interests have existed, fan culture has existed. 

Research on fan culture theorizes how people with strong interests in certain topics function with 

one another. Fans join together in their interests and create clubs, conventions, and many other 

different social groups (Théberge, 2005). In doing this, fans create a community of their own and 

adopt their own norms and rules. When joined together as a fandom, these people constitute a 

society and are subject to the ever-changing forms of communication and language (Fono & 

Raynes-Goldie, 2006). 

Technology, social and digital media, and the effects on communications 

Communication and societies are being overwhelmingly reworked by technology. With 

its automation and adaptation to make every day life easier, technology is increasingly 

recognized as a necessity in order to function as a member of society. As of April 2015, 64% of 

American adults owned a smartphone of some kind (Smith, 2015). In the food chain of 
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technology, smartphones are at the top. These miniature personal computers are a portal for 

humans into the world of digital and social media. These media have reshaped how humans 

communicate with one and other and how one receives information. In particular, the 

information one receives has changed. Simple conversation has been altered by digital media 

capabilities and social networks, as human connections and languages must evolve whenever 

confronted by change. Words are created to merge the common language with the new 

advancements, and thus alter the entire concept of communication (Postman, 1992). Currently, 

the words “tweet”, “like”, and “snap” have all been altered for modern understanding of the term 

correlations with social networks Twitter, Facebook, and Snapchat. 

 Through these social networks, humans can communicate feelings, emotions, experiences 

and receive immediate feedback from others. When many people gather together, they create a 

community and must then dictate the realms of that community. As many people crowd onto 

online communities such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, MySpace, LiveJournal, and other 

websites, they begin to adapt to the method of communication and form societies of their own 

(boyd, 2010). As communities create groups based on common interests in the social world, the 

same pattern exists in the virtual life. Bonds are formed through various exchanges based on 

personal benefit; some may be looking for friendships, while others are looking for romantic 

partnerships. These Internet relationships are labeled by the social networks as “followers”, 

“fans”, and “friends” and are displayed in number rather than connection. This immediately 

alters the depth of the connection, quantifying the relationships rather than elaborating on the 

quality and emotional definition of the relationship (boyd, 2004). 

 By confronting relationships as mere numbers as opposed to quality, the relationship is 

easily open to misinterpretation and miscommunication between the members. Difficulty arises 
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when two “friends” have a different definition of that relationship (Fono & Raynes-Goldie, 

2006). In fan cultures, this ambiguity can cause the interpretation of fan activity to be skewed. 

Fans use the Internet to proclaim their interests, such as creating a blog describing one’s favorite 

character in a musical or following a fan Facebook page that posts about a specific celebrity. The 

Internet is filled with fan clubs, message boards, social media cliques that revolve around one 

topic. The ability to create almost anything one wants into a website or a social network is 

simple, and immediately accepted into fan culture. 

Projected interactivity and social media in fan culture 

 Gee (2003) created the concept of “projective identity” to describe the relationship 

between video game players and the characters in that game. The concept is limited to the 

relationship between video game players and video game characters and does not address how a 

similar situation would apply to the same concept. For example, how an audience member of a 

musical relates to the lead character of the musical. This limitation is solved by Davisson and 

Booth’s (2007) “projected interactivity” concept. “Projected interactivity” explains the 

relationship between consumers of certain media and the media themselves. The themes of the 

media or text can influence the fan, altering that person’s concept of reality, morality, and overall 

perception of the world. It is only fitting that a fan’s altered reality combined with the pre-

existing altered reality of the Internet makes a perfect combination for harmony in fan 

communities. The Internet allows fandoms to create their own virtual homes, all members 

sharing in the same love of their topic of interest without much judgment from the general 

public. With social networks like YouTube and Tumblr, fans are able to create and share artistic 

content based off their collective interests. Fans are able to share knowledge with other fans, and 
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discuss perspectives about the work they adore. Social and digital media serves as an incubator 

for the fan experience, thus standardizing the fan reality (Bennett, 2014). 

 Social media in particular offers transparency and accessibility to fan communities. Fan 

cultures that center on celebrities or certain brands are often able to easily connect with those 

entities through Facebook, Twitter, or other social networks. Twitter specifically has been a large 

catalyst in building fan communities around celebrities. The nature of Twitter is quick 

relationship building and ease of use with the network as one of the first mobile-centered social 

networks. This early accessibility produced quick community building and still maintains the 

ability of users to create “lists” which suggest the idea of mini-cliques within a user’s following 

(Harvey, 2011). Twitter lists allow users to segment the people they are following and filter 

through them with ease. For example, if a person enjoys the Broadway musicals Waitress and 

Hamilton, they can create a list for each production and assign certain people they are following 

to each list. This makes it easy for the user to organize their fandoms and easily stay connected 

with those they choose. The need for a community is vital in fan culture, as research states the 

importance for a fan’s psychological wellbeing to be connected in some sort of community 

(North, Sheridan, Maltby, & Gillett, 2007). Thus, to have a community always available on a 

social network is a benefit and a near substitute to a real world community. 

Brands connecting with fans on social media 

 Social and digital media allow celebrities and brands to take further control of the 

persona they wish to project. While social networks serve as an additional marketing channel, the 

networks fail to openly block access to the celebrity or brand. On Twitter, fans are able to, 

theoretically, contact the celebrity with a simple Tweet. It is then the celebrity or brand’s job to 
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maintain his or her fan responses in order to keep harmony in their follower community, thus 

maintaining a positive public image (Marwick & boyd, 2011).  

A strong connection with the public is a concept created and fueled by marketing teams 

(Lamb, Jr. & Dunne, 2011). Fan communities play a major role in the creation of a brand or 

celebrity success. Marketing campaigns and publicity efforts focused on the brand or celebrity 

propel the fan mania. The marketers are interested only for the pure business opportunity of the 

venture. The celebrity or brand is attached to a monetary value, almost purely provided by the 

fans (Guschwan, 2012) through ticket and product sales, promotions, and endorsements. For 

example, if a fan loves a Broadway show, he or she will often purchase tickets and show-specific 

merchandise. Combine all of the above with actual talent and news coverage, and that is the 

recipe for the entertainment business: acquiring fans of a personality or brand in order to receive 

monetary compensation from their strong emotional response.  

Artistic freedom and social media marketing 

Artists acknowledge the importance of being active on social media, though the line 

between sharing and protecting one’s art is often blurred. Furthermore, as technology alters 

understandings of everything it touches, sharing artistic work on social and digital media often 

devalues and de-humanizes the artwork (Koosel, 2013). There is a fine line between 

supplementing the art and changing the meaning of the art altogether; digital media complicates 

this mix. When a theater posts about a production, that understanding and recreation of the 

artistic work is entirely different from the work that occurs at a performance. The separation of 

live and virtual art alters the audience members’ understanding of the work itself and can affect 

how the project survives in the longterm (Koosel, 2013).  
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The effects of marketing a specific person or brand may be powerful, though the fans are 

the fuel to the fire. Through various social networks, the fans continuously produce excitement 

and information organically out of pure personal interest (Koosel, 2013). Brand loyalty is 

extremely evident in the entertainment industry, in a world where every moment produced is 

exciting for the followers.  

The commitment to conversation and fan following in this particular industry can be 

connected to the authentic and creative nature of most entertainment. In an examination of the 

live music experience, Bennett (2012) explains how U2 and Tori Amos fans use fan club 

message boards to relay their excitement about attending a concert, or use Twitter to discuss the 

concert set list. The ability for fans to elaborate on what the celebrity or brand originally supplies 

is a benefit to all parties. The fans acquire information and more excitement, while the brand 

organically strengthens their support. For example, when a new television show begins, often 

people are posting about the show without being told to do so otherwise. This organic marketing 

strategy both promotes the show and creates hype that people feel the desire to join in. 

Theater fandom and digital media 

 Of the current fandoms gaining popularity due to the Internet, one of the strongest and 

largest is the Broadway theater fandom (Tepper, 2016). Colloquially known as “theater geeks”, 

these fans are committed to various theatrical shows, with show-specific cliques a part of the 

larger community. In the past year, theater, specifically musical theater, has been increasing in 

popularity through all mainstream media. Television networks such as ABC, NBC, and FOX 

have begun semi-annual live television broadcasts of popular musicals such as The Wiz, Grease, 

Peter Pan, and The Sound of Music. Popular stage musicals such as Les Misérables, Jersey Boys, 

and Annie have been turned into major motion picture films. Theater is expanding in followers 
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and resonating beyond its typical audiences (Tepper, 2016). The expansion only strengthens the 

Broadway fandom, as more people are becoming part of this social group. 

 Broadway theater fandom benefits greatly from the marketers and communication teams 

that run each production. Broadway communication agencies have supported the congregation of 

theatre fans through various non-show specific programming. February 2015 saw the birth of 

TEDxBroadway, a TED talk that brought together theatre professionals and enthusiasts alike to 

question, “What’s the best that Broadway can be?” (Mandell, 2015). TEDxBroadway has since 

been revived in 2016 with similar programming. In more recent developments, January 2016 

birthed the highly anticipated BroadwayCon: a debut convention by Broadway staff for 

Broadway fans. The convention included panels consisting of actors, designers, and various 

other personnel from the world of Broadway (Paulson, 2016b). Designed for the fans, the 

convention’s mission addressed the relationship between fans and Broadway theater. 

The Hamilton phenomenon and its effects on theater social media 

Theater fandom varies due to fan followings of different shows, though every season on 

Broadway tends to steer towards one production in particular, just as regional theater can often 

elicit a heightened response from one specific production in a season. Currently the highlight 

production on Broadway is Hamilton the Musical, a new hip-hop/rap musical about the life of 

founding father Alexander Hamilton. The show received rave reviews from various publications 

throughout New York City and beyond. However, it is most known for the difficulty to obtain a 

ticket to see the production; currently, tickets are on-sale until January 2017 and all shows until 

then are nearly sold out (Goldberg, 2015). 

Apart from the overwhelming in-person support, Hamilton has been revolutionary in the 

social and digital media realm. In December 2015, Hamilton reached a milestone of having over 
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1 million tweets about the show on Twitter (Kennedy, 2015). The milestone remains a strong 

business move for the production, though it marks an even greater step forward for the theatrical 

community. Previously, the musical Fun Home held the record for highest number of tweets at 

266,000 tweets; however, this was only during the show’s performance on the 2015 Tony 

Awards televised ceremony (Vigas, 2015). This large number is greatly attributed to the fan 

following, of which this production remains unwavering. 

Purely organic fan responses, meaning not solicited or in response to a post from the 

company, for Hamilton and other productions are often difficult to gauge, as theatre involves 

much more fan interaction than just one celebrity or one brand account. In the case of Hamilton, 

the production itself has its own social media accounts, along with the playwright, the cast 

members, the crew members, and the promotional companies. These social media efforts are 

often successful for theater people, as it allows fans a “backstage look” at the production process.  

This relates back to the relationship of fan culture with celebrities and the accessibility of 

that relationship (Fitzpatrick, 2015). Hamilton, along with many other Broadway shows, also has 

the advantage of celebrity endorsements on social media. Though the production remains sold 

out, the marketing team has continued the buzz by inviting celebrity guests to the production. 

The caveat with the invitation is the assumption that the celebrity will then post about his or her 

experience on his or her own personal social media account. The exchange allows those 

celebrities who may have great interest in the show to provoke excitement in their fans, some of 

whom may not generally be excited by theatrical works (Jones, 2015). While a show that is sold 

out of tickets until 2017 may not need more money in their bank, the production has that 

exclusivity to maintain. Continually fueling the excitement while it remains nearly impossible to 

actually see the production in person keeps Hamilton at its exclusive status. The phenomenon 
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with Hamilton does not simply lie in the grand quality of the production; it lies in the fact that 

many of the production’s fans have yet to be physically present for the production. Yet these fans 

support the production through digital and social means. 

Social media and the limitations of theater 

 Social media has been increasingly viewed as an asset to theatrical organizations 

in recent years. In 2014, 31% of various arts organizations reported tweeting at least twice a day, 

while 21% of these organizations reported posting on Facebook more than twice a day (Gensler, 

2014). The addition of social and digital media to theatre has not only been focused on 

maintaining fan culture, but in enhancing the entire theatrical experience, which can often 

become synonymous with one another. Theatre companies such as the New York Neo-Futurists 

and New Paradise Laboratories in Philadelphia have experimented with social and digital media 

use to alter their productions. New York Neo-Futurists conduct “Twitter plays” solely on the 

social network in which the company tweets an assignment for a play concept from the company 

account, and the followers must write a play about the concept in Twitter’s 140-characters or 

less. New Paradise Laboratories has experimented by combining social networks with their live 

performances, creating online personas for each of their characters and building up excitement to 

the performance time through social media (Mandell, 2013). 

Social and digital media indeed have flaws in their relationship to theater. Often audience 

members exploit performances by illegally recording the live event and posting photos or video 

footage online, limiting the profit obtained by the actual artists. In the same vein, audience 

members consist of fans who will later log onto Twitter or Facebook and provide free advertising 

and excitement to the production. Many regional theatres throughout the United States have 

embraced the ability to share content and use social and digital media to enhance the live work 
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on stage. These organizations often present new or unfinished works where the process of 

making the piece is often as exciting as the work itself. The process often includes script re-

writes, choreography rehearsals, costume fittings; all elements that remains amplified by fan 

excitement on digital media. By reaching out to production artists for social and digital media 

content, the organization can promote the production from inside the rehearsal room and share 

the journey of the production with its fans (Wren, 2011). 

The power of Broadway and theatre fandom is rapidly increasing, and the transparency of 

theatrical organizations on the Internet largely contributes to this. In preparation for 

BroadwayCon 2016, the second-annual convention in New York City for Broadway fans, The 

New York Times’ Michael Paulson (2016a) interviewed various Broadway super-fans about their 

strong passion for the art. The interviewees proudly displayed their love for the art and the 

artists; some dressed up in characters’ costumes, while others displayed their large collections of 

show merchandise. The fans all stated that the feeling of being in the theater, or watching a video 

of a backstage tour, is the essence of theater for them. It is the human connection that promotes a 

self-awareness that drives fans to become enthralled in the art of Broadway and theater. It is that 

exact human connection that is enhanced through theatrical presences on social and digital 

media. 

Method 

 My research will examine the social and digital media fan communities in theater. My 

study will examine these communities specifically through the outlet of the American Repertory 

Theater (A.R.T) at Harvard University in Cambridge, MA. The A.R.T. is known as an innovative 

force in theater, bringing interactive and immersive, often new, works to local audiences. Many 

of the shows that begin at the theater move to a Broadway stage; the A.R.T. itself has a very 
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large following of people from various demographic categories. The variety of production 

provides a wide range of audiences from loyal, conservative 40 – 65 year old subscribers 

preferring traditional playwrights and Shakespeare, to energetic, liberal 15 – 35 year old super-

fans attracted to celebrity casting and catchy musicals. 

As a social and digital media assistant at the A.R.T., I monitor various responses from 

audiences and fans about the theater organization and specific A.R.T. productions. The A.R.T. 

currently operates organizational accounts on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, and 

YouTube (Appendix A). The A.R.T.’s general online audience consists mainly of women ages 

25 – 34 in Boston, MA on mobile devices.  

 My study will focus on fan responses through Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram as these 

three social networks are the prime sources of social media feedback for the organization. I plan 

to examine the social media responses specifically for the A.R.T.’s production of Nice Fish, 

which was performed at the theater in January 2016. I have chosen this production due to the fact 

that the production was worked on and underwent a great deal of script rewrites at A.R.T. I will 

perform a qualitative analysis on a sampling of the responses and compare them between fans 

and general followers. The sampling will be determined by which responses receive the strongest 

organizational feedback. The “fan” responses will be defined as posts from a person whom has 

interacted with the A.R.T. more than two times on social media, while the rest of the audience 

responses that do not apply to this rule will be labeled as “general followers”.  

I will provide precise examples of fan responses from these social networks, though I will 

not specify last names in order to keep anonymity to applicable audience members. I plan to 

examine the context in which the responses are received, whether the responses are purely 

organic fan support or feedback (comments, replies, messages) from an organizational post. I 
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will analyze the nature of the responses, as to whether the responses are mainly focused on 

supporting the theater as a whole or supporting individual productions. My examination will 

conclude with discussing how this feedback from social media fans and general followers affects 

the organization and the production’s success. 

Analysis 

 Nice Fish was produced at the American Repertory Theater (A.R.T.) on the Loeb Drama 

Center Mainstage from January 17, 2016 to February 7, 2016. The play was created from the 

poetry of midwestern writer Louis Jenkins with a cast of five actors, including Tony-award 

winner Mark Rylance. According to the A.R.T. website (2015), the production is described as, 

“A play woven together from the acclaimed prose poems of Louis Jenkins, Nice Fish reflects 

nature with a wry surreality. As Jenkins writes, they ‘are after something big, something down 

there that is pure need, something that, had it the wherewithal, would swallow them whole’”. 

 To promote the show the A.R.T. reached out to their social media audiences on 

Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. The nature of the posts varied to accommodate the differences 

of each social network. Collectively, the show was promoted to the organization’s 25,585 

Facebook fans, 17,312 Twitter followers, and 7,406 Instagram followers. Organization generated 

content included production photography, preview articles from newspapers, and supplementary 

educational material to support the morals of the show. In response to this content and to 

attending a performance of the production, 135 audience members commented back to the 

organization (Appendix B); 18 responses from the Facebook audience, 63 from Twitter, and 15 

from Instagram, with the remaining 39 responses coming from e-mail survey responses. 

Facebook Audience Responses 
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 As the Facebook audiences generally skew older than Twitter or Instagram audiences 

(Duggan, 2015), the audience responses on Facebook to A.R.T.’s Nice Fish indicated more 

thought invested in responses with fuller sentences, better punctuation, and overall stronger 

explanation of thought. Audience member and Facebook follower Viviana P. expressed her 

thoughts of the show in a comment to a January 16, 2016 Facebook post sharing an interview 

article with Mark Rylance and DigBoston (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Comment to January 16, 2016 A.R.T. Facebook post 

“I loved Jenkins’ poems. Nice Fish is a “Waiting for Godot” with a Garrison Keillor flavor!” – 

Viviana P., January 18, 2016 at 12:32AM 

Viviana’s excitement is evident with the use of exclamation points and positive dialogue. Her 

references to Waiting for Godot and Garrison Keillor detail a portion of her knowledge and, 

perhaps, interests. Through these traits alone, it can be inferred that Viviana is an educated 

woman with an interest in English and folk culture. It is also of importance that Viviana chose to 

write her thoughts as a comment to a newspaper article promoting the production. This can 

indicate that Viviana decided to read the article and was then inspired to write her response 

directly on the spot. This can also indicate Viviana’s acceptance of her comment being readily 

available to the A.R.T. By commenting directly on the organization’s post, the manager of the 

page will receive a notification about the action, thus immediately connecting Viviana with the 

organization. It is then important to note that this response, by previously determined standards, 

is not a fan response but rather a general audience response; this is the first time Viviana has 

commented on an A.R.T. post or interacted directly with the organization on social media. 

 In comparison, Laila S. commented three separate times on Facebook about the 

production: one in response to a video with testimonials from other Nice Fish audience members 
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(Figure 2), one as a review of the theater directly onto the organizational page (Figure 3), and 

one as a response to a link to a New York Times review of the production once it had transferred 

to a new theater (Figure 4). 

Figure 2. Comment to January 28, 2016 A.R.T. Nice Fish audience response video 

“Yes, I came for Mark Rylance. I was so impressed by the whole cast as well as the smart, funny 

play. Great play and a most stimulating evening. It was worth coming from DC to watch this 

play. Thanks, ART. #NiceFishArt” – Laila S., January 30, 2016 at 11:18AM 

Laila’s comment in response to other audience members on film raving about the show 

demonstrates agreement to the thoughts of these people. By noting her support on this particular 

post, Laila seems to want to join this group of supporters; though, it could just be these blatant 

declarations of enjoyment for the show that convinced Laila to voice her own opinion. Stating 

her intention for seeing the production in the first sentence of her post proves what her purpose 

was for engaging in the production. Laila is interested in the celebrity, which can then be inferred 

that Laila is interested in the buzz, the hype, the most talked about things. She notes her 

dedication of traveling to see the production in Cambridge, MA from where she resides in 

Washington D.C. This is a tactic that Laila uses to show her loyalty for the show, though she 

later enforces her loyalty with more posts to the A.R.T in the future (Figure 3 & Figure 4). 

Figure 3. Review to A.R.T. organizational Facebook page 

“5 Stars: Nice Fish was a very pleasant surprise. Interesting, very funny play, marvelous, subtle 

acting and excellent writing. I would go again if I lived in Boston. I am looking for more great 

plays from ART.” – Laila S., January 30, 2016 

The direct review onto A.R.T.’s organizational Facebook is an immediate indicator of Laila’s 

dedication to the theater. It proves that she had decided to take a further step in engaging with the 
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organization, rather than just the production itself. She rates the theater as a solid five out of five 

stars, though she has only experienced one production at the organization. Although, she does 

indicate an early commitment to the theater with her statement that she will visit the theater again 

should there be another “great” play; the meaning of “great” here is ambiguous and exclusive to 

Laila. Her note that Nice Fish was “a very pleasant surprise” suggests that she may be open to 

taking risks with another performance, should there be additional reasoning for her to consider 

attending a show (such as this with the highly-acclaimed Mark Rylance in the cast). This offers 

promise for the A.R.T. and for followers reading this review that the organization is worth taking 

chances on, because the audience member is still satisfied at the end of the experience. 

Figure 4. Comment to February 22, 2016 A.R.T. Facebook post 

“Excellent show. I came from DC to see it.” – Laila S., February 22, 2016 at 2:30PM 

This third comment solidifies Laila’s dedication to the organization as a fan, not just a follower. 

At the point of this Facebook post by the organization, the production has moved to a new 

theater in a new production run at St. Ann’s Warehouse in Brooklyn, NY. Nevertheless, Laila 

continues her support of the production and makes it well known. This endorsement shows that 

Laila is proud of her love of the show, she may even be proud that she experienced the show at 

A.R.T. and wants others to know she is a part of this audience. Laila also once again states how 

far she traveled to see the show, as though this is a testament to the quality of the show. 

 The comments from Laila are one sampling in the dedication of fans to the A.R.T. on 

social media. This is how fans best show their appreciation and interest in the organization, they 

comment on posts directing their comments towards the organization. In many cases, these 

comments are rewarded with positive reinforcement from the theater. This action, as seen 

through Laila’s experience on social media, can encourage the fans to pursue further 
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communications with the theater. This both strengthens the bond of the theater to its audiences 

and promotes the idea that audiences should continue to interact with the theater. 

Twitter Audience Responses 

 Twitter allows users to write and respond to thoughts through a mere 140 characters, 

which provides for brief and often authentic responses. The character limit restricts the users and 

forces them to choose their words wisely. The use of Twitter for audience responses allows for 

genuine reactions to the show. Directly following his evening performance of Nice Fish at 

A.R.T., Nick W. tweeted about his experience and offered his genuine reaction to the show 

(Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Post-performance audience reaction to A.R.T.’s Nice Fish on Twitter 

“@americanrep Thank you to the A.R.T. for a great piece of theatre in ‘Nice Fish’. Mark 

Rylance continues to enchant everything he touches.” – Nick W., February 6, 2016 at 10:31PM 

Nick’s reaction is tweeted directly at the A.R.T. through the use of Twitter handles, or 

usernames. This response, unlike other social media responses that focused on production 

elements of the show, aims towards the theater and its actors. The tweet fails to touch upon parts 

of the plot, the scenery, the script, and other production details; it simply thanks the theater and 

applauds actor Mark Rylance. The direct mention and thanks to the organization show the 

importance of the theater to Nick in the creation of this production. Nick seems to feel a 

connection to the theater and decides to acknowledge this. It is important to note the exact word 

choice that Nick makes in this tweet as well. He is not simply happy to have experienced the 

production, he is thankful to the theater for creating this work for him to experience. Similar to 

Laila from Facebook, Nick is drawn to actor Mark Rylance in this work. His specific notice of 

Rylance shows his purpose of attending the production. Thus, Nick is observed as a general 
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follower of A.R.T; though, his outward notice of the organization may indicate future plans to 

see another production at the organization. 

 “Fan” responses on Twitter for A.R.T. are often less elaborate and more conversational, 

as if the interaction is between two friends on Twitter. In the case of Nice Fish, Robin W. 

showcases the best of these types of interactions through her communication with A.R.T. on 

Twitter (Figure 6 & Figure 7). 

 

Figure 6. Response to A.R.T. “final week of Nice Fish” Tweet 

“@americanrep It’s such a fun show filled with universal truths.” – Robin W., February 2, 2016 

at 5:00PM 

This tweet from Robin is in response to the A.R.T.’s own tweet about the production finishing its 

run at the theater. Her response is an endorsement of sorts, as it seems to reaffirm the 

organization’s hype for the show. Robin’s response brings her closer to the organization to 

approve of the production and make the effort to proclaim her feelings for the show. The 

importance of language choice is highly evident in this Tweet. The keywords “fun” and 

“universal” suggests that Robin believes the show is fit for a variety of audience members. This 

word choice aids the A.R.T. in explaining the show clearly and succinctly, through the 

perspective of an audience member. 

Figure 7. Response to public radio station Tweet about Nice Fish in Brooklyn, NY 

“@playingonair @stannswarehouse Saw Nice Fish at @americanrep. Wonderful performance. 

Privileged to see it.” – Robin W., March 14, 2016 at 8:32AM 

This tweet proves Robin’s fan following of this production and the A.R.T. The tweet is in 

response to a public radio station that wrote about actor Mark Rylance and Nice Fish specifically 
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in its iteration at St. Ann’s Warehouse in Brooklyn, NY. It can be inferred that Robin has an 

interest in public radio, which may have been how she saw the tweet and then decided to engage 

with the radio program. Robin may have also actively looked for more information about Nice 

Fish in its future performances and found this tweet about the production. Regardless of how 

Robin found the mentioned tweet from Playing on Air, she decided to take the initiative to reply 

with her opinion on the production. Furthermore, she made the effort to include the A.R.T. 

Twitter handle in the replied tweet. This indicates that Robin feels a connection to the A.R.T., an 

indication of her inclusion in the theater’s “fan” community. 

Instagram Audience Responses 

 Being mainly a visual platform represented through photos, Instagram comments provide 

further elaboration on the main photo post. This can be seen in a post by Phoebe H. in which she 

photographs her program from the show in front of the show set; however, she elaborates on her 

feelings for the show further in the comments of the post (Figure 8). 

Figure 8. Comments on photo of Nice Fish program and set 

“Totally speechless… just so smart and funny! Mark Rylance is genius as always! It’s just not a 

traditional play and doesn’t tell story in a usual way. But I like it! Like all these poems they 

chose. The ending is hilarious. You guys are gonna love it.” – Phoebe H., January 27, 2016 

This comment supports the photo by highlighting Phoebe’s overall experience at the theater 

during the performance. With the photo, one can envision themself in the theater watching this 

show, which is highly beneficial for the A.R.T. The image alone can entice people for the desire 

to become audience members and support the organization. Phoebe’s informal language and 

errors in sentence structure can indicate that English may not be her first language, though she is 
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able to get her point across. The comment, in fact, provides a realistic review of the show, 

allowing the flaws to portray authenticity. 

 Due to the larger commitment of posting a full image on Instagram, often audience 

members lack the motivation to post more than once per production, especially if the audience 

member’s interaction with the production is only over the course of one day. When an audience 

member does post more than once, this often shows their excitement and loyalty to the theater. 

This is epitomized by Wei L.’s double posting about Nice Fish and connecting the A.R.T.’s 

community engagement with other current events (Figure 9 & Figure 10). 

Figure 9. Caption on collage of Nice Fish audience experience 

“A few years ago I was in London while The Globe’s repertory of Twelfth Night and Richard III. 

I didn’t go because I wasn’t interested at the time, but I’ve recently regretted my decision. 

Today, though, I have come some small way to doing penance for my bad choices in life. When I 

heard Mark Rylance was coming to the @americanrep, I made sure to get tickets as soon as 

possible. Although #NiceFishART was out of my typical theater comfort zone, I was dazzled by 

its unexpected humor, its surreal imagery, and, most importantly, the fascinating prose poetry of 

Louis Jenkins, pouring out from the mouths of Rylance and an ensemble of wonderful actors that 

stood their own, Jenkins himself included. After an intimate talkback session, I got to briefly 

meet one of today’s most influential Shakespeareans, charming, tender, and English as ever. 

Never mind that he’s up for an Oscar (though I hope be wins it). I’m grateful to Mark Rylance 

for his theatrical contributions and introducing me to the works of another amazing poet.” – Wei 

L., January 23, 2016 

The caption, albeit lengthy, explains the full experience Wei had when he attended the 

production. It provides emotional details to the entire action of going to a show, telling the 
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history that led Wei to this show. The caption lends a human touch towards the experience. The 

show, now with Wei’s description, is not just a performance of a script; it is everything that led 

to the performance and everything that will follow. When combined with personal sentiment and 

unique storytelling, this social media response becomes a vision of the experience. The caption 

references both A.R.T. and Mark Rylance, providing positive language to both entities as well as 

writer Louis Jenkins. By acknowledging all elements of the production, Wei creates a positive 

sentiment for all aspects of the production. The A.R.T. strongly benefits from such reactions that 

help aid online users to take the initiative to purchase a ticket and attend a performance with the 

hopes that their experiences will emulate Wei’s detailed evening at the theater. 

Figure 10. Caption on collage of Nice Fish lobby experience fishing log 

“Also: Hamilton is everywhere. #NiceFishART @americanrep” – Wei L., January 23, 2016 

The second post separates clearly differs from Wei’s first original post. While the original post 

focuses greatly on sentimentality and genuine dialogue on the production, this post showcases 

the playfulness of the social medium and highlights an element of the production: the lobby 

experience. The A.R.T. attempts to immerse audiences in the production by designing show-

related elements to place in the theater’s front lobby; thus, the mood of the show is set for the 

audience from the moment they walk through the front door. This post dwells on this, and further 

shows how one previous audience member has decided to react to an element of the lobby 

experience. This invites social audiences to observe elements of the production before making 

the commitment to attend a performance. Furthermore, the sharing of this particular element 

shows Wei’s alternate motive for attending the performance apart from his sentimental 

reasoning: the performance can have enjoyable, entertaining elements. This strengthens the bond 
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of Wei and the A.R.T. by demonstrating Wei’s full understanding of the organization’s beliefs 

and purposes to create meaningful works while still keeping an uplifting atmosphere. 

Effects on the American Repertory Theater 

 The multitude of fan responses, as well as general audience responses, proves that the 

overall outward communications of the A.R.T. are strong. People are interacting with the 

organization and providing productive feedback that is heard by the organization. This exchange 

is epitomized by A.R.T.’s use of such social media responses in promotional emails and various 

additional efforts to further sell tickets and attract audience members (Appendix C). This 

interactive relationship proves positive for the organization, as it continues to gain social media 

followers across various networks and consistently receives audience feedback via these 

channels. Using these responses to further business is a circular tactic. The organization presents 

a production, audience members on social media share their thoughts on the production, the 

organization utilizes these responses to promote the production, the audience members feel 

appreciated that their voices are heard, the relationship between the A.R.T. and fans is further 

enforced, and the audience members continue to attend productions at the theater. This results in 

a positive and strong relationship, and thus, a larger “fan” based following. 

Conclusion 

 It remains evident that fan culture is a powerful force for an organization. Fans fully 

embrace the subject that they adore. It is then up to the organization and its publics to decide if 

the relationship between the organization and the fandom is positive or negative. If an 

organization, such as the American Repertory Theater, accepts their fan following as a positive 

advancement, then the fans will acknowledge that. If it decides to ignore the potential that fan 

culture has to help it advance, then it risks losing the support of the rest of their publics. The risk 
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of a negative relationship between an organization and its fans is enhanced greatly when 

combined with social and digital media where everything is constantly available and noticed. 

 The ease of technology has propelled the success of social media, and thus fan cultures 

connected through these networks. Social media allow various people of all walks of life to come 

together and communicate on one platform. However, this alternate reality often blurs 

relationships and connections of organizations to their publics through miscommunication or 

misunderstanding. This can either harm or help the connection of fan cultures and their subjects. 

 In the theater business, the Internet and its medias greatly help ease the relationship of 

fandoms and their subjects. Twitter allows Hamilton the musical to relay updates to a fourteen-

year-old girl in the middle of Ohio, who has never even been to New York City. Facebook 

allows a man from Italy to remain connected to the American Repertory Theater after visiting 

America once and seeing one performance of one of the organization’s productions. Social and 

digital media allows theatrical organizations to deepen the connection they already obtain with 

audiences. 

 However, there still remains a lack of research on the topic of social and digital media in 

relation to theatre, especially on how it affects an organization’s audience. This became a strong 

limitation for myself through this research paper. I found that there is still a wealth of knowledge 

to be discovered on this topic, and there is a lack of quantifiable data to support general claims 

from trade publications and industry professionals. While there is still a great deal of research to 

be done on theatrical fan culture on social and digital media, the research obtained through this 

study aims to illuminate some of the various outcomes an organization may have. In order to 

strengthen this study in the future, an examination of other theaters and productions on fan 

responses on social media may be explored.  
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Appendix A: American Repertory Theater (A.R.T.) Social Media Accounts 

1. Facebook: facebook.com/americanrepertorytheater 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Twitter: twitter.com/americanrep 
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3. Instagram: instagram.com/americanrep 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Pinterest: pinterest.com/americanrep 
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5. Youtube: youtube.com/user/amreptheatre 
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Appendix B: Social Media Responses for Nice Fish 

Date Name Comment Source 

1/8/2016 
9:11:00 

Harvard 
Alumni Assoc 

Head to the @americanrep to see #NiceFishART, a play woven 
together from the acclaimed prose poems of Louis Jenkins 
http://hvrd.me/WeaMn  Twitter 

1/9/2016 
22:07:00 

The Boston 
Globe 

Actor Mark Rylance on the loneliness of winning: 
http://bos.gl/edYoiP4  Twitter 

1/10/201
6 

20:39:00 Eric 

Honestly Mark Rylance could and probably will be a double winner 
tonight and I see him LIVE ON STAGE in a week or so at 
@americanrep!!! Twitter 

1/11/201
6 

11:09:00 
Boston Globe 
Movies Mark Rylance on the loneliness of winning http://buff.ly/1OJdUAX  Twitter 

1/13/201
6 

13:13:00 
UK Consulate 
Boston 

Mark Rylance is debuting Nice Fish at @americanrep this weekend 
& you won't want to miss it! http://goo.gl/zzs3nn  Twitter 

1/14/201
6 

10:26:00 Open Studio 

We've got local ties to #OscarNoms! @JaredWGBH recently 
interviewed Mark Rylance, who's in @americanrep's "Nice Fish." 
Airs 1/22 @wgbh. Twitter 

1/14/201
6 

12:22:00 
American 
Theatre 

#Oscar nominee and #Tony winner Mark Rylance talks about his 
new play, Nice Fish @americanrep @stannswarehouse 
http://www.americantheatre.org/2016/01/14/mark-rylance-chisels-
at-his-midwestern-roots-in-nice-fish/ … Twitter 

1/14/201
6 

13:42:00 Radio Boston 

We air our convo w/ actor, playwright Mark Rylance today. He just 
got an #Oscars nom & is in town for an @americanrep prod. of 
'Nice Fish' Twitter 

1/15/201
6 

11:15:00 
Christopher 
Ehlers 

Check out my chat w Mark Rylance, star & creator of 
#NiceFishART and new Oscar nom for @BridgeofSpies 
@americanrep https://digboston.com/nice-fish-a-conversation-with-
mark-rylance/ … Twitter 

1/15/201
6 

12:10:00 
Rebecca 
Ostriker 

Breaking the ice with Mark Rylance: Every time he said a poem, he 
caught a fish http://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/2016/01/16/art-nice-
fish-rylance-breaks-ice/NcygqydpdmJoVnsy3c5gCO/story.html … 
@americanrep  Twitter 

1/15/201
6 

12:11:00 
Nancy 
Churnin 

#MarkRylance Chisels at his Midwestern Roots in 'Nice Fish' 
@americanrep http://www.americantheatre.org/2016/01/14/mark-
rylance-chisels-at-his-midwestern-roots-in-nice-fish/ … via 
@AmericanTheatre Twitter 

1/15/201
6 

19:12:00 Lisah Rhodes I've been hearing great reviews of @NiceFishUK @americanrep Twitter 

1/16/201
6 Reagan White 

equal parts inspiring, existential crisis-inducing, and downright 
confusing. Mark Rylance was AMAZING Instagram 

1/16/201
6 Grace double posting but this show was so! weird! but so! good! Instagram 

1/16/201
6 8:51:00 

Cambridge 
Chronicle 

Fishing for compliments: Mark Rylance brings his new show to 
@americanrep #CambMA 
http://cambridge.wickedlocal.com/entertainment/20160113/fishing-
for-compliments-mark-rylance-brings-his-new-show-to-cambridge Twitter 
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… 

1/17/201
6 

Geoff 
Kleinman Can't wait to see Nice Fish. With Mark Rlyance. Cool set! Instagram 

1/17/201
6 8:34:00 Eric Butler 

Excited to see #NiceFish @americanrep today. #MarkRylance can 
do no wrong in my book. Twitter 

1/17/201
6 8:44:00 

Mark Rylance 
Fans 

Mark Rylance's Nice Fish Begins at A.R.T. Tonight Ahead of NYC 
Run - http://Playbill.com http://m.playbill.com/news/article/mark-
rylances-nice-fish-begins-at-a.r.t.-tonight-ahead-of-nyc-run-380078 
… Twitter 

1/17/201
6 

10:40:00 
Howard 
Sherman 

"For Tony winner Rylance, ice fishing the hook for play about aging” 
at @americanrep. @projo: http://ow.ly/XaXvg  Twitter 

1/17/201
6 

13:43:00 
Geoff 
Kleinman 

Looking forward to another great American Repertory Theater 
production!  # NiceFish  with Mark Rlyance (who was amazing in 
Bridge of Spies!) Facebook 

1/17/201
6 

16:20:00 Sarah Speltz 
Another ticket I am very glad I bought: 'Nice Fish' at the 
@americanrep. Feel lucky to see Mr. Rylance on stage again! Twitter 

1/17/201
6 

18:41:00 
PopCulture41
3 

Saw the always amazing (and now Oscar nominated) Mark Rylance 
in NICE FISH @americanrep in Cambridge. Another great 
performance. Twitter 

1/18/201
6 0:32:00 

Viviana 
Planine 

I loved Jenkins' poems. Nice Fish is a "Waiting for Godot" with a 
Garrison Keillor flavor! Facebook 

1/18/201
6 6:00:00 Ruth Harris 

Lucky you! Quite agree, he's tremendous. Hope you enjoy it and 
Happy Birthday to Mark Rylance! Twitter 

1/18/201
6 

16:22:00 Stephen Cole Me neither. Captivating. Twitter 

1/19/201
6 

18:59:00 
Marek 
Krawczyk 

We're going to see a play about ice fishing #NiceFish @ American 
Repertory Theater https://www.instagram.com/p/BAvWtnemOJU/  Twitter 

1/19/201
6 

23:16:00 
Dustienne 
Miller ❄️Brilliant @americanrep  Twitter 

1/19/201
6 

23:38:00 Jason Rabin 

Reading Louis Jenkins in preparation for #NiceFish with Mark 
Rylance at @americanrep #poetry #theater 
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/239632#.Vp8Oad4FCCw.twi
tter … Twitter 

1/19/201
6 

23:39:00 
Mark 
Krawczyk 

NICE FISH by Mark Rylance and Louis Jenkins (woven together 
from Jenkins's prose poems), at American Repertory Theater is a 
tremendously moving piece for both the intellect and the heart. It's 
the kind of show that's simultaneously wistfully melancholic, and 
joyfully rejuvenating. If you have a chance to see it, go. Get your 
tickets while you can. I heard two people say, "It was like WAITING 
FOR GODOT...only more interesting." I like GODOT and think it's 
interesting, but I think that will give you a decent idea of what it's 
like. Facebook 

1/19/201
6 

23:42:00 
Marek 
Krawczyk 

NICE FISH @americanrep is a tremendously moving piece. It's 
wistfully melancholic, and joyfully rejuvenating. Go. See it. Twitter 
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1/20/201
6 

12:06:00 Jim Braude 

#MarkRylance comes to @BosPublicRadio at abt 12:50...Wolf Hall, 
Bridge of Spies, now starring in Nice Fish @americanrep 
theater...#excited Twitter 

1/20/201
6 

12:58:00 
Boston Public 
Radio 

NOW: Mark Rylance (of @masterpiecepbs Wolf Hall) on new 
@americanrep play Nice Fish! Listen: 
http://www.wgbh.org/audioPlayers/wgbh.cfm … Twitter 

1/20/201
6 

18:16:00 Eric 

About to see... 3x Tony Winner 2x Olivier Winner 1x BAFTA Winner 
2x Golden Globe Nom 1x Academy Award nom MARK RYLANCE 
at @americanrep!!!! Twitter 

1/21/201
6 Fiona Pelz what a Nice Fish(er) Instagram 

1/21/201
6 N/A 

Throw back Thursday to last Sunday when I got to see this 
awesome and weirdly lovely show in Boston and got to be 4 rows 
away from Mark Rylance! Instagram 

1/21/201
6 

19:25:00 
ArtsBoston & 
BosTix 

Someone is serving fish tonight! Happy Opening to our friends 
@americanrep for #NiceFishART  Twitter 

1/21/201
6 

19:58:00 
David Nando 
Rodgers 

Saw its @GuthrieTheater premiere. Looking forward to seeing its 
new life!  Twitter 

1/21/201
6 

22:04:00 Jason McCool 
The drink @tweetingeva orders @backbarunion after unusual 
@americanrep #NiceFish is served in a nice fish. #bosarts  Twitter 

1/22/201
6 

12:28:00 
The Charles 
Hotel 

Get out & catch @americanrep's play 'Nice Fish' - set on a lake in 
frozen Minnesota! Info: http://bit.ly/1PnrITO  Twitter 

1/22/201
6 

14:53:00 
Suzanne 
Delle 

Looking forward to braving potential snow and seeing this show on 
Sunday. Twitter 

1/22/201
6 

15:21:00 Jared Bowen 
Actor (and now Oscar nominee) Mark Rylance joins me 
@OpenStudioWGBH tonight talking @americanrep's Nice Fish.  Twitter 

1/22/201
6 

15:42:00 Ellen London 
DON'T MISS Mark Rylance interview @OpenStudioWGBH (I know, 
I was there!) Can't wait to see him tonight @americanrep  Twitter 

1/22/201
6 

18:09:00 Open Studio 
TONIGHT: @JaredWGBH sits down with @americanrep "Nice 
Fish" star Mark Rylance to talk that show and #Oscars2016.  Twitter 

1/22/201
6 

22:32:00 
Susan 
Pritchard quirky, charming, delightful.... Facebook 

1/23/201
6 Alice Corvo 

Just saw the stage debut of an up and coming actor, Mark Rylance. 
I feel like this one's got a lotta promise. Instagram 

1/23/201
6 Wei Han Lim 

Although #NiceFishART was out of my typical theater comfort zone, 
I was dazzled by its unexpected humor, its surreal imagery, and, 
most importantly, the fascinating prose poetry of Louis Jenkins, 
pouring out from the mouths of Rylance and an ensemble of 
wonderful actors that stood their own, Jenkins himself included. Instagram 

1/23/201
6 Moxie4me 

in Cambridge to see the matinee of Nice Fish. Perfect way to spend 
an afternoon. Twitter 
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12:24:00 

1/23/201
6 

13:25:00 Moxie4me Hey @americanrep, nice touch. (with photo of fishing log) Twitter 

1/23/201
6 

16:23:00 Moxie4me 
"the audience is the soul of the play." Great talk back with Mark, 
Claire and cast of Nice Fish. Thanks ART! Twitter 

1/23/201
6 

18:50:00 WGBH 

Love Mark Rylance on @masterpiecepbs's Wolf Hall? Check him 
out as an ice fisherman in @americanrep's Nice Fish! 
http://ow.ly/Xq7eG  Twitter 

1/23/201
6 

19:00:00 
Katherine 
Jones Interesting concept - great acting and dialogue Facebook 

1/23/201
6 

21:27:00 Bryan Hoyle Nice Fish was awesome!! Loved the show! Would see it again! Facebook 

1/24/201
6 

Caitlin 
Brzezinski 

My thanks to the universe and to the great Mark Rylance for 
debuting his new project in Boston. What a joyful, existential piece 
of poetry! I will never look at a sandwich the same way again. Instagram 

1/24/201
6 Gigi Watson About to be v close 2 Mark Rylance's face so TY A.R.T. !!! Instagram 

1/24/201
6 Ksenia 

Nothing like coming in from the freezing cold to see a show about 
the freezing cold. And life. And poetry of Louis Jenkins. Oh yeah, 
and Mark Rylance from front row seats. Not too shabby for a 
Sunday night with @freyathemainah at @americanrep. Instagram 

1/24/201
6 9:27:00 

Bryan Syford 
Hoyle Just saw Nice Fish last night! Very cute and funny! Facebook 

1/24/201
6 

13:30:00 
Justin J. 
Sacramone 

About to see greatest living stage actor Mark Rylance in #NiceFish 
at @americanrep. Twitter 

1/24/201
6 

14:36:00 Dave Kindy 
Saw the amazing #MarkRylance in "Nice Fish" yesterday. 
Wonderful production! Funny and smart look at life! Bravo!  Twitter 

1/24/201
6 

14:44:00 Dave Kindy #NiceFishART Great show by a fantastic actor! Twitter 

1/24/201
6 

15:38:00 Non Nun 
Rylance is riveting, and the whole cast skillfully pulls playgoers 
through a comic adventure that's also a philosophical statement.  Twitter 

1/25/201
6 8:38:00 WBURartery 

Theater royalty #MarkRylance adds bit of Shakespearean pathos to 
@americanrep's "Nice Fish" http://wbur.fm/1PNg2Uy  Twitter 

1/25/201
6 9:07:00 

Jeremy D. 
Goodwin 

Mark Rylance shines in the folksy "Nice Fish" @americanrep. My 
review from @WBURartery http://wbur.fm/1SeGDyJ  Twitter 

1/25/201
6 

11:48:00 Big Donny 
Hilarious! One of the funniest I've seen this season. Mr. Jenkins, as 
poet and performer, is terrific! Twitter 

1/25/201
6 

15:30:00 WBURartery 
REVIEW: @JeremyDGoodwin says all eyes are on #MarkRylance 
in @americanrep's "Nice Fish": http://wbur.fm/1PNg2Uy  Twitter 
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1/25/201
6 

16:00:00 WBUR 
British theater god Mark Rylance is the chief attraction of 
@americanrep's "Nice Fish," http://wbur.fm/1PNg2Uy  Twitter 

1/25/201
6 

17:38:00 
Rachelle 
Taqqu 

#NiceFishART Saw Mark Rylance, what a privilege. Wonderful 95 
minutes. Go see it in Cambridge if you can Twitter 

1/25/201
6 

19:36:00 
Wicked Local 
Arts 

Loved @NiceFish @americanrep with #MarkRylance 
http://ow.ly/XwyaL  Twitter 

1/26/201
6 

10:00:00 
Boston Globe 
Arts On a frozen lake, ‘Nice Fish’ seeks depth http://buff.ly/1QyJouN  Twitter 

1/26/201
6 

11:28:00 Rachel Ross 

We thoroughly enjoyed the play - the combination of putting action 
to prose poems was skillfully achieve and it appeared the actors 
were enjoying the show too. Thank you. Facebook 

1/26/201
6 

22:43:00 Kristi Wiswell The snowman was priceless. Facebook 

1/27/201
6 Wanting Han 

just so smart and funny! Mark Rylance is genius as always! It's just 
not a traditional play and doesn't tell story in a usual way. But I like 
it! Like all these poems they chose. The ending is hilarious. Instagram 

1/27/201
6 

11:16:00 
Wicked Local 
Arts 

#MarkRylance reeled me in, he's a most charming actor and he's 
@americanrep in #CambridgeMA http://ow.ly/XzaiH  Twitter 

1/27/201
6 

17:09:00 
Robin 
Wilkinson Coming Saturday. Can't wait! 🎣❄️🐟🐡 Twitter 

1/27/201
6 

18:31:00 
Joyce 
Kulhawik 

A good catch! NICE FISH starring OSCAR nominee Mark Rylance 
@americanrep http://ow.ly/XC6VT  Twitter 

1/27/201
6 

19:17:00 
Daniel 
Bourque 

Tonight's Theatregoing is @americanrep and stars Rylance - Nice 
Fish.  Twitter 

1/28/201
6 

13:37:00 
Clinton D. 
Campbell 

Mark Rylance gives a master class in acting during "Nice Fish" at 
@americanrep Twitter 

1/29/201
6 Brian Sullivan Mark Rylance is God. #letsgo Instagram 

1/29/201
6 

10:08:00 Jay Coburn 

Wonderful! Existential and social themes transcend the lake ice 
setting that supports them so well. Determination, fear, irony, love, 
skepticism, tenderness, rebellion, wonder and eccentricity - artfully 
composed, expertly staged and presented. The ensemble cast is 
terrific. If you like thought-provoking and unusual, don't miss this. Facebook 

1/29/201
6 

21:39:00 David Beard 
Just spent 95 minutes With two ice fishermen. One was Mark 
Rylance. #nicefish @americanrep Twitter 

1/29/201
6 

21:40:00 Perry Hewitt I went Tuesday - fun! Twitter 

1/29/201 Charles #nicefishart @americanrep with mark rylance. Funny & magnificent Twitter 
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6 
22:01:00 

Trevail 

1/30/201
6 Sydney Blaxill 

When your mom says, "Sydney, do you want to see Mark Rylance 
at the A.R.T. this weekend?" You say, "Yes." #nicefish 
#markrylance #louisjenkins Instagram 

1/30/201
6 Kaitlyn 

post show discussion was full of highs and higher highs 
#nicefishART Instagram 

1/30/201
6 

11:18:00 
Laila 
Shouhayib 

Yes, I came for Mark Rylance. I was so impressed by the whole 
cast as well as the smart, funny play. Great play and a most 
stimulating evening. It was worth coming from DC to watch this 
play. Thanks, ART. Facebook 

1/30/201
6 

11:45:00 
Laila 
Shouhayib 

Nice Fish was a very pleasant surprise. Interesting, very funny play, 
marvelous, subtle acting and excellent writing. I would go again if I 
lived in Boston. I am looking for more great plays from ART. Facebook 

1/30/201
6 

14:43:00 Keelia Liptak 
It's a two-show day here in Cambridge. #NiceFishART 
#TwoBananaDay #UnderTheIce  Twitter 

1/30/201
6 

16:27:00 Bill Lundberg 
A different view of hockey by Louis Jenkins #NiceFishART at 
@americanrep  Twitter 

1/30/201
6 

17:30:00 WBUR 
REVIEW: All eyes are on #MarkRylance in "Nice Fish" at 
@americanrep: http://wbur.fm/1PNg2Uy  Twitter 

1/30/201
6 

17:36:00 Dorothy Bowe 
#NiceFishART ruminates on life with a hefty dose of Minnesota 
humor. Great way to spend 95 February minutes. Twitter 

1/30/201
6 

21:53:00 
Amanda 
Kersey 

there is so much ice fishing in this week's @NewYorker, I can't not 
think: #NiceFish  Twitter 

1/30/201
6 

23:09:00 
Juliet 
McCarthy 

Nice Fish at the @americanrep is so moving and delightful. Catch it 
if you can!!!! Twitter 

1/31/201
6 

18:43:00 Rebecca 

Guys! Guys!! Mark Rylance (an amazing Oliver Cromwell in Wolf 

Hall) is in a local play!!! Need to see this ASAFP.🇬🇧 Twitter 

2/1/2016 
Ibrahim 
Yilmaz Nice Fish! Great play written and starring Mark Rylance! Instagram 

2/2/2016 
17:00:00 

Robin 
Wilkinson It's such a fun show filled with universal truths. Twitter 

2/2/2016 
19:17:00 

David 
Fristrom 

In the front row about to see Mark Rylance (the best Hamlet I’ve 
ever seen) in Nice Fish @americanrep Twitter 

2/2/2016 
19:34:00 

Ramona 
Ostrowski #NiceFishnChill @americanrep  Twitter 

2/3/2016 
19:20:00 

Matt 
DeAngelis 

Always nice to be at @americanrep but tonight is extra special 
cause I get to see RYLANCE!!!! Twitter 

2/3/2016 
22:02:00 

Sharon 
Germana Saw it last night and enjoyed it immensely! Facebook 

2/3/2016 
22:48:00 Karina Meiri Just saw it tonight and loved it! Facebook 
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2/4/2016 
14:11:00 Jennie Wood 

Very happy that @americanrep 's #NiceFish & @shakeshack are in 
my not too distant future. Cannot wait. #NiceFishART Twitter 

2/4/2016 
14:45:00 Judith Hughes Go see it if you can. Facebook 

2/5/2016 
14:42:00 

Steve 
Weissburg 

saw it two nights ago, thought it was a monumental, predictable, 
incoherent waste of time and money. Sorry. theme the breaks. 
Highly un-remarkable. Good performances, a waste of talent. the 
jokes were predictable, or not funny. only 4-5 times were the laughs 
well earned. Facebook 

2/6/2016 
17:16:00 

Barbara 
Rhodes Looking forward to tonight!  Twitter 

2/6/2016 
20:51:00 Pinchin Lane 

Simply beautiful! What a joy. Thank you @americanrep and 
@ClairevkVan #LouisJenkins #MarkRylance #NiceFish Twitter 

2/6/2016 
21:25:00 Mia Wood 

It was such a thrill to see "Nice Fish" today at the A.R.T. in Boston. 
This appreciative audience member thanks Louis Jenkins, Mark 
Rylance, Jim Lichtscheidl, Kayli Carter, Bob Davis, Claire van 
Kampen, Todd Rosenthal, Ilona Somogyi, Japhy Weideman, Scott 
Edwards, and the whole production team for putting on a lovely 
show! If you have the opportunity to see "Nice Fish", do! Facebook 

2/6/2016 
22:31:00 Nick Wakely 

Thank you to the A.R.T for a great piece of theatre in 'Nice Fish'. 
Mark Rylance continues to enchant everything he touches. Twitter 

2/14/201
6 

19:55:00 Sofia Romero 
"Nice Fish" with Mark Rylance and Louis Jenkins @americanrep 
was a real joy to watch: funny, wry, real.  Twitter 

2/17/201
6 

19:54:00 
Maria 
Mogavero 

One of my fav theaters in NYC @stannswarehouse + Mark Rylance 
& @americanrep = excitement for Nice Fish! Twitter 

2/8/2016 Linda G 

“Outstanding theater in Cambridge” - Fantastic theater experience 
on a Saturday afternoon. We parked in the lot on Church Street 
which was a short walk from the theater. Even though our seats 
were in the next to the last row, the sight line was excellent as were 
the acoustics. We were very fortunate to have been able to see 
Mark Rylance in his play, Nice Fish. At the end of the play, the 
entire cast came out to take questions from the audience. Friendly 
staff, comfortable seats, nice snack bar for those of us who traveled 
several hours to see great theater. We plan to return! 

Tripadviso
r 

2/21/201
6 

23:03:00 Janet Wu 

.@americanrep sends another great show to NYC. See Mark 
Rylance in #NiceFish @stannswarehouse The staging and words 
will stay with you Twitter 

2/22/201
6 

14:30:00 
Laila 
Shouhayib Excellent show. I came from DC to see it. Facebook 

1/22/201
6 

16:16:00 Susan Polit 

The casting was wonderful. the set was very imaginative. The 
reaction of the audience was slightly irritating but understandable. 
folks didn't know whether to laugh or not and they did at times, I 
thought, because they had difficulty sitting with the (understated) 
emotion of the play. Nonethless, sometimes it interrupted my effort 
to absorb what just went by--there was a lot in every moment to 
catch. 

Email 
Survey 

1/22/201
6 Bonnie Neilan 

That poetry can save us all, especially if Mark Rylance, Louis 
Jenkins and Jim Lichtscheidl have any hand in it. An absolute 

Email 
Survey 
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17:04:00 delight. A wonderful night of theater. If there ever was proof that 
poetry should be part of every day, Louis Jenkins' poetry is it. The 
weaving of his sweet and wry observations into a theater piece is 
pure magic, with the wand being waved by Mr. Rylance." 

1/22/201
6 

17:18:00 Ruth Chil 

this was a very disappointing play. when so much is happening in 
the world, do we really need another buddy play about two aging 
white males having existential crises out on the ice? much of the 
dialogue was uninspiring, lacking the wit and insight of garrison 
keillor. so no the themes did not resonate with me. 

Email 
Survey 

1/23/201
6 6:11:00 N/A 

My husband and I went to the show with another couple, close 
friends. We all loved the play and discussed it together afterwards 
and the next morning. We had the pleasure of meeting Lewis 
Jenkins and Mark Rylance briefly after the show. The play was a 
wonderful combination of wit, playfulness, surreality, observation, 
surprise, and depth. Staging terrific. We've been A.R.T attenders 
and subscribers for many years, and all agreed this was one of the 
best things we've seen here. 

Email 
Survey 

1/24/201
6 

19:49:00 N/A 

I loved the set; the quality of acting, the soundscape, the talkback. I 
was not able to follow the “dialogue" at times...I didn't realize till 
afterward that the text was crafted from prose poems. The female 
character in particular was , IMHO, not well developed. This was an 
interesting experience, especially following "1812"...quite a 
contrast! But I wouldn't see this a second time (I did see 1812 
twice, and brought my whole family). 

Email 
Survey 

1/23/201
6 

14:15:00 
Wilson 
McGibb 

We were surprised and captivated by this production- and 
particularly by Mark Rylance's pitch perfect performance, which 
reminded us of so many people from our own upbringing in 
Wisconsin. This show put us both a deeply reflective state of mind. 
Neither of us had read any of Jenkins' work before, but recognized 
his voice and perspective immediatelyâ€¦ We had extensive 
conversations about the piece the following morning, too. 

Email 
Survey 

1/24/201
6 

12:30:00 
Heather 
Shand 

As a season ticket holder, I've truly loved the variety of shows over 
the last few years. The musicals have been outstanding. But I will 
say it was nice to see something very different than the first two 
shows this season. Well done. 

Email 
Survey 

1/24/201
6 

23:50:00 N/A 

My wife and I were totally blown away. She sensed a whiff of 
Waiting for Godot, and I, of not-so-absurdist humor of Stoppard but 
in any case, it is a truly original and remarkable piece. Kudos to Mr. 
Jenkins for beautiful packaging of human states, and to Mr. 
Rylance for conceiving a great theater with it. Many heartfelt 
thanks! 

Email 
Survey 

1/25/201
6 8:06:00 N/A 

The size of the theatre and the camaraderie of the audience 
members definitely make the experience here much more 
enjoyable than at some other venues. I had lively conversations 
with people in my row--before the play and before the discussion 
post-performance-- about this play, other plays, other theatres, etc. 
It was nice to be in a group of people who enjoyed the theatre and 
other cultural events and could speak articulately about them 
(without necessarily agreeing with me on all points). 

Email 
Survey 

1/25/201
6 

11:15:00 N/A 
Very impressed how an audience could be kept in thrall for 95 
minutes by 2 individuals. A tribute to the writing and delivery. 

Email 
Survey 
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1/26/201
6 

22:46:00 N/A 
As a subscriber, I would say the mix of musical & nonmusical 
productions is good. I miss the Shakespeare. 

Email 
Survey 

1/30/201
6 

11:52:00 Andy Zucker 

My wife and I cancelled our subscription to the A.R.T. about 10 
years ago, before Diane Paulus arrived. We re-subscribed and 
have enjoyed almost all of the productions in recent years, and 
have applauded Paulus's remarkable success. Nice Fish was like 
an unpleasant flashback to the precious, artsy-fartsy productions 
that were so unsuccessful before Paulus arrived on the scene. 

Email 
Survey 

2/1/2016 
15:32:00 David Brenner 

I liked the performances and the whimsical settings and behavior in 
the production - but a text-based piece without much plot or 
dramatic coherence is hard to focus on and relate to (or remember). 
I tried to reflect on some of the deeper and more poignant 
aphorisms, as well as the context of their delivery on the stage, but 
I'm sure some escaped my attention. Most of us remember stories 
that touch us by relating to aspects of ourselves and our own lives - 
especially if the experience helps us to see things from a slightly 
altered point of view - to break out of our automatic responses and 
conditioned behavior. This piece pretty much disappeared from my 
consciousness within a couple of days, to minimal effect. 

Email 
Survey 

2/3/2016 
20:55:00 N/A 

I am disappointed in the wavering quality of productions these days 
at the ART. I understand that the ART is enjoying feeding new work 
to NYC, but I would like these new plays to be in more consistently 
excellent shape when presented to us Boston folk. Too often the 
plays feel like they are receiving full stagings when they really 
should still be in the workshop stage. Whether this is due to the 
expediencies of a more hurried economy, I do not know. I find 
myself attending every third production instead of subscribing to the 
entire season as I used to. And when I do decide to risk attending, I 
am frequently dissatisfied at the level of dramatic craft. Sure, the 
sets and costumes and sound designs are great, but the plays 
themselves are not polished to the point where they should be. 
Reality TV may have set the bar very low for mainstream 
entertainment, but I prefer to see live theatre that consistently 
aspires to a very high standard of storytelling. 

Email 
Survey 

2/8/2016 
7:42:00 Reb Siegel 

I loved the show. The acting was wonderful. The poems were 
terrific. As always, I loved the set design/staging (A.R.T. always 
excels in this area). I thought the sign language interpreters were 
wonderful. The show itself was terrific and it gave me a lot to think 
about and the urge to reread many Jenkins poems. 

Email 
Survey 

2/9/2016 
11:05:00 N/A 

The staging, costumes, dialogue, selection of scenes and timing of 
scene changes, and the performances of the actors and actresses 
were outstanding and kept me engaged throughout the 
performance. My one disappointment was the lack of an 
intermission. I am on the older end and have had some recent back 
surgery, so it is important for me to be able to get up and stretch at 
least once every forty five minutes. In fact, I am a subscriber and 
have been unable to attend certain performances because of the 
lack of an intermission or of two intermissions in a lengthier play. I 
love the A.R.T. and think that Ms. Paulus has done an amazing job 
of "reviving it" and selecting productions that are artistically original, 
socially relevant and very entertaining. 

Email 
Survey 

2/1/2016 
11:42:00 

Marlene 
Schultz 

my husband wears hearing aids and the captioning is great for him. 
as usual, I loved the set, outstanding acting, interesting and 

Email 
Survey 
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unusual performance, a bit long. 

2/1/2016 
12:30:00 N/A 

I enjoyed the creativity of the writing and the staging. This was 
more than a play - reflections, observations - and the acting was the 
best. Again, I can only attend the a.r.t when this captioning is 
offered. And because I could attend two others attended as well, 
neither of whom needed the captioning but neither of whom would 
have attended if I hadn't gone. 

Email 
Survey 

2/8/2016 
11:02:00 N/A 

Generally very good. However, Flo's accent was NOT of Minnesota 
(I comment with more than a fragment of personal authority);, rather 
it was more akin to southern/country. I cannot imagine that this was 
intentional on the part of the poet, the playwright or the director. 

Email 
Survey 

2/3/2016 
16:45:00 Mel Goldsipe 

I love that ASL interpretation is available. I am hearing but trying to 
learn ASL, so that added another layer to the experience for me. 
And also I care a lot about accessibility. So I was thrilled to see that 
ART is offering this. 

Email 
Survey 

2/3/2016 
16:15:00 N/A 

It was satisfying to see the theatre for the first time. Opportunity to 
drink liquid in theatre appreciated. Was surprised to learn ON 
ENTRY to the theatre that the performance was 95 minutes with no 
break and no re-entry if one left. I would have reconsidered and 
probably not purchased the tickets, as my partner is 72 years old, 
was attending after a LONG work day, (at 72, they are ALL long) 
and indeed dozed off in the middle of the performance. I would 
have especially appreciated a "heads up" about the 95 minute 
performance re-entry rule, as we were seated front row center; had 
we needed to leave, because we are a little long in tooth, it would 
have been very disruptive to others and potentially insulting to the 
cast, which would have been terrible. Until one reaches this time of 
life, when ambling arm-in-arm with one's life mate in a well worn 
powder pink nightie and one's under clothes, it's hard to imagine 
what unimaginable protests the human body is capable of, even in 
such a civilized setting as a theatre. Fortunately, Mark's theatre 
presence got us through and we did not have to crawl out over our 
neighbors on our elbows and knees or insult the cast by appearing 
to be disenchanted. 

Email 
Survey 

3/14/201
6 8:32:00 

Robin 
Wilkinson 

@playingonair @stannswarehouse Saw Nice Fish at 
@americanrep. Wonderful performance. Privileged to see it. Twitter 

3/13/201
6 

15:55:00 
Steve 
McMahon 

Loved @americanrep's Nice Fish at @stannswarehouse. Riotously 
funny, soulful stuff and Mark Rylance a delight.  Twitter 
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Appendix C: Nice Fish Social Media Audience Response Email 
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